MOBILE
APPLICATION SECURITY

Your Mobile App Shouldn’t be the Next
Smartphone Backdoor

We often think of our smartphones and mobile apps as secure, but in fact they are of the most vulnerable pieces of
technology we own. Cyber criminals and other malicious actors are catching on to the fact that smartphone usage is
more prevalent in our everyday lives than ever before.
Over the past few years, McAfee Labs cited a dramatic increase in the amount of new phone malware on the web,
including commercially-available variants available for purchase . As a response to this, App Stores such as Apple,
Google, Amazon and others are tightening security for mobile apps and are more likely to remove vulnerable apps if
they feel that it jeopardizes the user community. More than ever, app developers need to verify that their code is
secure in order to guarantee their product’s availability and maintain a positive reputation.

OUR MOBILE SECURITY TEAM
At RevBits Cyber Security Solutions, our team leads the industry in mobile
application security. Our team members are savvy, know how to reverse
engineer binaries to ﬁnd loopholes, and are familiar with all of the
nuances of mobile application development.
Our mobile analysis includes all facets of your app from local application
to back-end web services including but not limited to REST, SOAP, and
HTTP API.

OUR PROCESS

The RevBits mobile security team delivers veriﬁcation, validation and
assessment across all mobile application domains and control categories

Access Control Authentication and Permissions
When session handling goes awry on a mobile device, an attacker could hijack communications
between the device and backend servers, putting sensitive data in grave danger. RevBits looks
closely for instances where this can happen in your code and will assist with patching the
vulnerability.

Session Management
When session handling goes awry on a mobile device, an attacker could hijack communications
between the device and backend servers, putting sensitive data in grave danger. RevBits looks
closely for instances where this can happen in your code and will assist with patching the
vulnerability.

Storage Security
It is always important for data to be stored properly on a mobile device. Certain sensitive
applications may even require data to be encrypted when not being accessed. RevBits will
ensure that your application is storing data securely and can advise on best practices to
implement secure mobile storage.

Malicious Input Handling
As is the case with any other software, an attacker can provide an application with a malformed
input designed to trick the system into doing something else, such as privilege escalation. As
part of its security review, RevBits checks all input parameters to reduce the risk of such attacks.

Cryptography
Most mobile software connects to some type of back-end server in order to process data.
RevBits will ensure that this connection is as secure as possible by examining how cryptographic
algorithms are implemented within the application. This will ensure that your data is always safe
and secure while in transit over the network.
Our team is capable of completing two types of reviews

Binary Security Review
Provide us with a ﬁnal copy of your app’s executable and we’ll reverse engineer its code to
perform a binary security assessment.

Source Code Security Review
Provide us with a copy of your source code or access to your source code repository and
we’ll perform a detailed review of your libraries, functions and other subroutines.
We engage a custom development platform and perform a detailed review using a secure
software development environment with specialized security tools. We support testing for
iOS, Android, Windows Mobile and Blackberry Apps.

Don’t Have Critical Vulnerabilities? Your Assessment is on Us.
We stand behind our product and our ﬁndings. If we don't ﬁnd any critical vulnerabilities in your
application assessment, we'll provide our services free of charge.
* RevBits reserves the right to deny free assessments dependent on the agreed upon terms and internal
policies and procedures.

